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Date for the Magnet diary
Club Meeting Dates
Feb 27th
March 12th (DCC)
April 2nd; 16th (DCC) & 30th
May 14th (DCC) & 21st (TBC)

Feb 20th/21st Ebor Gp, Heworth (Peacehaven)
April 30th/May 1st Bradford (Heworth Sidings)
June 11th WWG Convention Bentley (Edison
Court)
Sept 10th/11th TINGS (Edison Court)

Meeting Venue
Meetings are held (normally) on the fourth Saturday of every month but this can vary so please
check dates. All monthly meetings will be held at Heworth Community Centre, Stray Road,
Burnholme, York YO31 0HG (off A1079 within York Ring Road).
By bus from York station:

Using Coastline 840, 843 or 845 (Coast bound) leaving at c.7, 27 and 47 minutes past each
hour to Stockton Lane. Return from Stockton Lane at 06, 26 and 46 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 13 to Stockton Lane (Junction Hempland Lane) leaving at 22 and 52
minutes past each hour. Return from Stockton Lane at 21 and 51 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 11 to Applecroft Road/Stray Road (right outside Centre) leaving at 05
and 35 minutes past returning at 01 and 31 minutes past each hour until 6.00 pm.
From Stockton Road walk along Whitby Road (Medical Centre on left) follow road around to left
and then right into Applecroft Road. Community Centre is on the right just past Hempland
School.
Map and driving directions are available from Editor if required.
NB. YOU ARE ADVISED TO CHECK THESE ION ADVANCE from the Coastliner website
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the February issue of MagNnet—welcome to our 20th AGM; I hope that it will be as short as usual!!
The minutes from last year are enclosed, and if anyone has any items that they wish to have discussed it would be
helpful if we knew in advance what they are, so an agenda can be planned out. It seemed to be a good turnout for
the Ebor Group Show, and Mike ‘s Peacehaven layout certainly stood out, despite being crammed into a small
space. There was the odd problem at first on the Saturday morning, but I thought it looked good and ran well—quite
impressive these SR EMUs!
PS from Mike: layout was voted best in show by the public today. I have a cup for a year A glass tankard & £20
voucher from Monk Bar models!

NEWS


Finalised dates for the rest of the year:

May 14th (DCC)
21st
June 11th (DCC)
25th
July 9th (DCC)
23rd
Aug 6th (DCC)
20th
Sept 10th (DCC)
24th
Oct 8th (DCC)
22nd/23rd Open Weekend
Nov 12th (DCC)
26th
Dec 10th
There may have to be some cancellations of the DCC meetings as there are clashes with other events (NMRA
Spring Meet; WWG Convention, TINGS etc.) but these will be discussed nearer the time


The North Yorkshire Moors railway has Flying Scotsman from March 12th to March 20th.It’s doing three runs
each day Pickering to Grosmont(?), if any of the members would like the chance to take some pictures . Jim

Notes of Meeting—Saturday January 23rd
Meeting chaired by Steven Bateman and minutes taken by David Milburn 21 members present, apologies : D
Guy, J Pagdin & P Bolton
SB wished all a Happy New Year, then confirmed the dates for the rest of the year. The May meeting would be
moved forward a week to avoid Bank Holiday. We have an invite from the Middleton Railway to take a layout to
their show on June 18th/19th. JB unable to take his so Watts Crossing will be offered (or Heworth Sidings). Suggestions asked for to ‘celebrate’ our 20th anniversary. JS suggested a day out at a preserved railway, like the
NYMR though preferably in summer—to be planned later, more suggestions welcomed.
BD told us about the new Aire Valley N Gauge group which was setting up on the top floor (many stairs) of an
old warehouse in Keighley. It will take some time to clear out all the rubbish, but they hope to have about 10 layouts there in the future.
MH told us about his new layout : Peacehaven & Lewes Railway, a 21ft long fiddle yard to seaside setup. Will be
making it’s first appearance at the Ebor Group show at Heworth in February.
Next meeting on February 27th
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the
Yorkshire Area Group of the N Gauge Society
th

Held in York on Saturday 28 of February 2015
The meeting was chaired by the Area Secretary Steven Bateman
Apologies for absence were received from Mike Hudson, David Harrison, Peter Bolton, Geoff Armitage, Tony Harrison, John Pagdin, Don Summers and Steve Williams.
2014 AGM Minutes It was proposed by David Milburn and seconded by Malcolm Sharp that the minutes as circulated
were accepted as a true record and the vote was unanimous.
Matters Arising: It was noted that John Brady had replaced Russell Hollowood on the Standing Committee during the
year.
Secretary’s Report: Steven said we had had another good year, with membership remaining stable. The group had
taken layouts to a number of shows. The NGS shop was now online for a number of items, but he did not know who
was running it or whether (or how) the shop might be split up in the future. One suggestion is three ways – Kits/Secondhand/Other items. He mentioned the sad death of Malcolm Hancock after a short illness, and the group passed on best
wishes to Mark and his family. We hope James may take over his grandfather’s place!!
Treasurer’s Report : In John’s absence Steven read out a short report – there has been minimum expenditure on the
layouts this year, so the proposal is to reduce annual subscriptions from £20 to £10 and keep the meeting fee at £5.
Malcolm Sharp proposed and Jim Scott seconded the acceptance of the proposal – passed unanimously.
Copies of the accounts were not passed round as David Jefferson (Auditor) needs to redo parts; this will hopefully be
forwarded to be included in the March MagNnet. He did say the total in the bank was c. £2200.00. The audited accounts for 2014-15 were presented to the group at the March meeting (Saturday March 28th) and acceptance of the
accounts was proposed by Jim Scott, and seconded by Malcolm Sharp – passed unanimously.
Exhibition Manager’s Report: Again Steven read out a short report - a good year with awards from the public for
‘Most Entertaining Layout’ so we are obviously well appreciated by the public. Only 2 shows so far for this year (2 layouts going to TINGS in September, and DM to Bridlington in May). The trophy from Nottingham Show needs to be returned this year –at the end of March this is in hand.
MagNnet Editor’s Report: David thanked all those who had contributed, and still believed that MagNnet should be all
members’ material, but it needed those members to contribute! - just a simple article about some aspect of their modelling (or ‘holiday trips’) would be welcomed
Standing Committee: No change to this
Working Committee: John Pagdin had announced his resignation previously as Treasurer and Alexander Clark had
volunteered to take his place. In the absence of other candidates Alan Pearmain proposed, and David Milburn seconded , and Alexander was elected on a unanimous vote. John had also resigned as Exhibition Manager, but there were
no volunteers! Other posts remained as before, so the committee for 2015 will be – Area Secretary; Steven Bateman;
Treasurer: Alexander Clark; Exhibition Manager: vacant; MagNnet Editor: David Milburn
Any Other Business:
1.

SB reported that the group has been invited to send a layout to the Middleton railway exhibition in June, Heworth Sidings, or one of John Brady’s layouts have been offered, but no response as yet. Also that John Brady
had received a late invitation to the Easter Show at York, and had received offers of help as operators.

2.

There was some discussion about the Open Weekend, and the group wished to keep it, but to avoid a clash with
York Show at Earswick,. It will move to October 24th/25th and not the previously announced dates in September.
Jim Scott also suggested we incorporated a ‘Diorama’ competition with a maximum size of 12” X 12” with a suitable prize to be given!

3.

Peter Hetherington apologised, but despite completing the 2 lightweight boards, he couldn’t bring them due to a
lack of transport so will hopefully bring them to the next meeting.

4.

David Guy reported that there had been a double booking of the hall for the DCC meeting on March 14 th, so the
suggestion is to move it to Sunday 15th – a round-robin nearer the time will determine whether there will be
enough attendees.

5.

David Jefferson (Hon. Auditor) asked if Brian Raeburn (past Treasurer) could find out who the signatories for
cheques are, as we need to ensure that these can be updated.

There being no other business the meeting was closed at 12.35pm.
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The Clarks in Rome January 2016
Had a weeks holiday in Rome, we managed a tour round the Vatican gardens on an open side bus and luckily it passes
the Vatican station, unfortunately they would not let you get off so a couple of grab shots as we passed,
The railway has the distinction of being the shortest sovereign nations railway at 300m, built in 1933 it has only been
used twice by a reigning pope.
1 - the station

2 - the goods yard looking into the head shunt tunnel

3 - The sliding door out to the Italian Railway network.

4 - the obligatory Roman fountain

We travelled back to Fiumicino Airport on the Leonardo Express, after fending off the obligatory pests that hover
around the ticket machines a short walk round to the dedicated platforms to board the train which really is a bit of a
hybrid between a real train and a tram since the entrances are at low level and there are raised areas over the bogies
and between the corridor connections which are nearly full width of the coach, plenty of room for luggage and huge
toilets which complete baffled the Japanese guy that tried to gain entry, once in he managed to set of the alarm! Calling the train an express is probably the justification for the €14 fare because I think it barely reaches 70mph. [the stopping train is €9 but looks like a travelling skip]
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5 - Rome Termini station.

6 - Fiumicino Airport On the right the FL1 line stopping train to Rome Termini, in the middle the Leonardo Express direct
to Rome Termini and on the Left the Frecciargento express services to Florence, Bologna, Padua and Venice.

7 - the raised interior area.
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Snap on Kit toScenic Delight
Having built my Tomix cable care kit, and tested its operation efficiency in the desired location; I was ready to
make it part of the Cedar Falls landscape. The cable car station sits at the end of the mountains, top station
facing the mighty Cedar Falls, that give this small resort town its name and the bottom station at street level,
on the Depo road. It must look like it’s been grafted onto the natural outcrop of rock, and help build the sense

Once the backdrop was painted sky blue, I began building up
the rock sub structure, with layers of foam board. Each piece
was cut to mould around the base of the cable car. This was
then covered with layers of newspaper, soaked in diluted PVA
glue. Once dried, it formed a wonderful hard shell, that could
easily take the layers of plaster, that were the next intended ingredient. I use external plaster for this, as its grittier and dry’s a
better grey. Once hardened off, I used woodland scenic rubber
moulds to cast rocky outcrops and contours to give character to
the landscape.
Now it was time for the paint. Following the gospel according to Model Railroader, I deployed a base coat of
burnt umber, then used a mix of washes composed of stone grey (light green) grey and the water I was using to
wash the paint brushes in (not something the MR Gospel would approve). Then on with the dry brushing to
bring out the details, using yellow ochre, Mars Black and white. Just like the rest of my rocks!!!, it worked wonders, the details leapt out and I was a very pleased modeller.

The wild nature side of the scene was completed with a liberal scattering of grass, sand and gravel flocks, liken
and trees. This wall all given a liberal dose of hair spray, to enforce its solidity in the face of hoovers. Aside from
the addition of as small concrete pad outside the excite doors of the upper station, the area beyond the lower
station was the realm of nature, rising to the natural beauty of Cedar Falls. At the lower station that fronts onto
Depo Road, I created a car park, café area and deployed a Mixture of Kato, Woodland Scenic and Preiser and
Faller accessories to populate the scene with chairs, tables, vehicles, cattle and people. The final touch was
miniature posters, I created on my PC. The result is an active tourist attraction on the small scale, commensurate with a small settlement like Cedar Falls. More Saltburn Cliff railway than Disney Style attraction and that’s
just right for the good folk of Cedar Falls.
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RH

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

Adding Sound to the Layout
After seeing a Advertisement in the "Railway Modeller " magazine for a sound system we decided to update
our layout with the addition of some authentic steam and Diesel sounds by installing a battery operated sound
system , Although the kits are designed for "00" gauge. By carefully cutting out a slot in the base of a carriage
for the steam hauled train or a wagon for the Diesel goods train, This allowed the sound module to protrude
slightly between the axles, Which then allowed the roof to be replaced. Any movement from the train then
activates the sound system. The sound has been recorded
from real engine noises . We are very happy with the Whistling and the Chuffing sounds that bring our layout to life. The
Train Tech SFX system is Available for steam , Diesel, and
Electric Trains, It is slightly smaller than a 50p and it uses a 3v
(CR2032) Battery. The method that the pack suggests is to fit
it to a flat wagon and put over a tarpaulin as a Irregular load,
but we find it more discreet to cut out a slot in the carriage or
wagon which hides the unit away .The SFX sound module
turns itself off after 30 second if not in motion, And to transport
it a strong magnet can be put close to the sensor this will stop
the sound working when it is being carried. we got our SFX
modules direct from Train Tech ,Norfolk at a price of £40 each
(01953 457 800 )
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MB & JP

PEACEHAVEN Mike Hudson's new layout at the Ebor Group show very nice layout Mike!!
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